OMP Historical Society Hike and Sip:

Enjoy the winter weather and get some fresh air for a great cause! Bowers Harbor Vineyards will be hosting a FREE snowshoe (or grass!) hike through their vineyards on Saturday, March 14 from 2-5 pm. No tickets or reservations required. Please bring your own snowshoes (or hiking boots) or rent a pair from Brick Wheels or Don Orr Ski N' Beach Haus. Don't forget to dress for the elements!

Snowshoe along the Interpretive Nature Trail and hike through the vines. The trail provides explorers with a better knowledge of the vineyards and also the history, ecology and landscape features of the area. The trail features stopping points along the way and sweeping westerly views over West Grand Traverse Bay. Afterwards, warm up with glass of steaming Spiced Cherry Wine, hard cider, or a tasty wine of your choice. During the event some of the proceeds from every glass of wine or pint of hard cider will be donated to Old Mission Peninsula Historical Society along with a percentage of tasting room sales (between 2-5 pm). Delicious chili graciously provided by Jolly Pumpkin - Old Mission Peninsula ( Traverse City) will be available for a donation and all donations to the food will go directly to the Old Mission Peninsula Historical Society. The Old Mission Peninsula Historical Society staff will be on hand talking about their wonderful restorations, audio tours, upcoming events and accepting donations as well.
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